WCSA (www.wcsaglobal.org) and WCSAJ (www.wcsajournal.com) are delighted to announce WCSA issue 1, volume 1 just appeared and to announce the new call for issue 1.2 WCSAJ about COMPLEX SYSTEM APPROACH, EPISTEMOLOGY; THEORY AND KEY TOPICS. **Deadline: June 15 2020**

Interested Authors are supposed submit papers already edited according to the WCSAJ Guidelines for Authors (LINK) - unedited or poorly edited submissions will not be considered.

Submissions must be unpublished works or freshly updated papers of previous works. In this case the Author must clarify it in a transparent footnote and take charge of every responsibility.

Below a list of possible topics and items to be considered by would be authors for their full papers:

- Art
- Autopoiesis
- Calamity-Disaster
- Communication
- Complexity Epistemology
- Complexity theories
- Constructionism
- Constructivism
- Contingency
- Digitalization
- Economics, Business Development
- Ernst von Glasersfeld’s thought
- Finance
- Future
- Global Governance
- Globalization
- Health
- Heinz von Foerster’s thought
- Knowledge- Wissenssoziologie
Law
Multidisciplinarity
Neoparsonsian sociology
Networks and systems
Niklas Luhmann’s thought
Observation
Paradoxes
Parsons’ thought
Policy modeling
Politics
Postparsonsian sociology
Religion
Science-society
Self-reference
Sociocybernetics
Sociological Enlightenment
Sorokin’s thought
Spencer Brown’s thought
System/environment paradigm
Ulrich Beck’s thought

Please submit your full paper to Massimiliano Ruzzeddu, WCSA VicePresident and WCSAJ Managing Editor: https://wcsajournal.com/submission/